
 
 

Annexe 2  -  Financial Overview 

 

General 

The total cost of the service fluctuates annually according to changes in software agreements, 

licensing costs, staffing changes and in particular capital spend. Budget wise we are typically looking 

at revenue of £700k, staffing £740k and capital £150k totalling £1590k. 

 

Citrix 

As set out in the report we believe the recommended approach would be significantly less costly 

than going down the alternative lap top route. Including additional support costs we think the Citrix 

route would drive a saving in the region of £150k per annum. 

 

Telephony 

Telephony can now be delivered via head-sets through i-gels. This approach will allow us to dispense 

with the majority of existing handsets when they reach end of life. This will be a capital as opposed 

to a revenue saving, it is difficult to predict with certainty what the saving would be but based on the 

current market we would expect this to be in the region of £200k. 

 

We also have over 200 hundred mobile phones across the business. Reviewing usage will be an 

operational decision going forward with the current cost to the business being £20k per annum for 

device replacement and around £20k per annum revenue cost. 

 

Hosting 

We are recommending continuing with VMware which currently costs £7k pa. We will keep this 

under review as the market changes but taking licensing and management factors into account we 

think this the best approach to get the quality of service we demand. 

 

Microsoft 

Although expensive at £140k per annum we do not think there is anything on the market which will 

better meet our requirements without presenting an unacceptable level of risk. 

 

Low Code 

We went through an extensive procurement exercise last year which saw us obtain Master Data 

Management, Liberty Converse telephony and Liberty Create low code solutions which were all part 

of the customer services business transformation project. These assets will help us drive efficiencies 

throughout the business, facilitate automation and in due course enable us to switch off pre-existing 

solutions as we develop low code equivalents. 



 
 

Line of business applications 

There are many such solutions the most significant of which are set out in the report. These are 

constantly under review and subject to procurement procedures each time we explore the market. 

 

Cyber 

The risks of cyber attach is ever increasing and is an area in which we must invest to off-set the risk 

of a successful attack. We have re-cycled an existing post to focus on Cyber and there is revenue 

growth in this area to the tune of £20k per annum. 

 

Data 

This is another area of growth with data management being ever more fundamental to operational 

activity. Services will need to re-cycle existing posts to ensure they have sufficient in-house data 

knowledge and corporately we are considering investment in a new data manager post which will 

cost in excess of £50k pa. 

 


